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[16:12] Michele_Ney: Nick :)
[16:15] Eric_Brunne: audio and video stream lost
[16:17] Nick_Ashton: If you lose AC, use the audio stream for the meeting, from the agenda page
[16:17] Michele_Ney: already done
[16:17] Michele_Ney: adobe connect has been acting up:)
[16:18] Nick_Ashton: power fluctuations causing it
[16:18] Michele_Ney: ugh
[16:20] Robert_Hogg: apologies for connectivity issue in adobe connect. we are experiencing rolling brownouts that are affecting our equipment here. we do appreciate your patience
[16:21] Reed_Quinn: doing our best with what we have to work with at the moment
[16:29] Michele_Ney: Are they online???
[16:29] Michele_Ney: Since obviously I can't pick something up from beside a door in Africa..
[16:29] Nick_Ashton: I will ask for the document now, and get it posted to the agenda page ASAP
[16:30] Michele_Ney: Nick - it's not a big deal, but it's amusing that someone would say something like that in this meeting :)
[16:30] Michele_Ney: the irony :)
[16:30] Nick_Ashton: The document I referenced is available online, on the agenda page, in ES, FR, and EN
[16:38] Nick_Ashton: One of the limits to remote participation is that our cameras are not panoramic :)
Nick_Ashton: Hey Marilyn and Ayesha :)  
Nick_Ashton: I'm typing furiously  
Michele_Ney: who is speaking?  
Nick_Ashton: Sebastien Bachollet  
Michele_Ney: Nick - he nearly always speaks in French :)  
Nick_Ashton: Of course - we have interpretation, good to have people use it  
Michele_Ney: meh - I'm not using it  
Michele_Ney: I prefer when he speaks French tbh :)  
Nick_Ashton: Due to equipment issues, interpretation does not switch between languages on the english channel, what we get is 'floor sound' rather than a true english channel  
Nick_Ashton: The equipment we asked for and the equipment we received are two very different things  
Michele_Ney: I already told Rod that the main issue with ICANN is that nobody has a clue what the hell it does  
Robert_Hogg: As we start Part 2, reminder to you all that you can type a question in this chat and I will relate it over the microphone here in the physical room.  
Fouad_Bajwa: voluntary  
Fouad_Bajwa: Can we ask questions here?  
Robert_Hogg: yes Fouad  
Phil_Buckin: Rob Question I am trying to promote my .royal application with HRH and other VIP business people in UK ....... If only I had a tool kit to explain all ICANN issues . ICANN needs email addresses on its website . Marilyn Cheryl emails please !!  
Nick_Ashton: Can everyone see the poll and respond to it?  
Robert_Hogg: yes  
Michele_Ney: Phil - emails for what??  
Robert_Hogg: Phil. I recommend that you subscribe to the mthly policy update. I'd like your opinion on whether its level and info and links are useful. We generally don't produce email addresses on the web site b/c of spam concerns  
Robert_Hogg: Phil, send me an email at robert.hoggarth@icann.org and i'll get you the links  
Nick_Ashton: could run a bit late  
Phil_Buckin: Rob - many thanks . I have subscribed recently .  
Nick_Ashton: Thanks Alan :)  
Nick_Ashton: Lost audio bridge to you  
Reed_Quinn: they're working on it  
Reed_Quinn: thanks Nick  
Nick_Ashton: I'm listening in AC until it comes back  
Nick_Ashton: I have posted a new poll, with the ideas I heard in the first part, i hope I didn't miss anything  
Reed_Quinn: you back on Nick?  
Reed_Quinn: Audio bridge?
Reed_Quinn: It's been reestablished
Nick_Ashton: I am on
Reed_Quinn: :)
Nick_Ashton: and listening to the room via the bridge
Nick_Ashton: tyvm :)
Reed_Quinn: You're welcome! Thanks Nick
Nick_Ashton: lost camera output fyi
Reed_Quinn: cam software crashed
Reed_Quinn: sorry
Reed_Quinn: yay!
Reed_Quinn: got it back
Nick_Ashton: Thanks everyone for joining :)
Michele_Ney: I missed most of it :(